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Abstract

Goal setting leads to improved clinical outcomes, a more client-centered approach, enhanced motivation and psychological adaptation, and enhanced collaboration between client and clinician. However, goal setting remains problematic for both clients and clinicians. The purpose of this conceptual framework is to provide elements to consider when facilitating a collaborative goal-setting as supported by several theoretical concepts. Using the Goal-Setting Theory, Person-Environment-Occupational-Performance Model, Dekker’s tool in setting meaningful goals in rehabilitation, and Canadian Model of Client-Centered Enablement, the authors have identified eleven (11) essential elements, which are the following: external factors, global meaning, collaborate, coordinate, consult, design, clarity, challenge, self-efficacy, commitment, and overall occupation-centered goal. By considering the various elements presented, occupational therapists can avoid having unrealistic expectations from clients during the process of goal setting.
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INTRODUCTION

Goal-setting is the process of collective decision between clients and multidisciplinary team, as well as informed discussion about how to carry out rehabilitation activities within a time frame. Clients’ expectations must be understood in order to improve satisfaction and provide client-centered care. Thus, setting goals is important to assist clients and therapists in addressing their condition and achieving their desired attainable outcomes. Moreover, goals influence and impact clients’ well-being and affect. Well-being is associated with having meaningful and important goals and purposes. While Emmons and Diener stated that “positive affect is just as strongly related to having important goals as it is to the attainment of these goals”. Clients experience positive effects when they have knowledge of their goals and if they perceive it as attainable. Setting appropriate goals aids in becoming more aware of what is essential in their life, reflect on barriers that hinder them from achieving their goals, assess achievable goals, and come up with more synergetic goal relationships.

Collaboration between clinicians and clients is fundamental in rehabilitation goal setting. However, goal setting is not without its challenges. Several studies have identified barriers to the goal-setting of clients and professionals. Client-related barriers to goal-setting include the unsure meaning of “goal-setting,” lack of knowledge about the rehabilitation procedure, lack of knowledge of consequences of the condition and outcomes, reluctance to set goals, lack of motivation, psychosocial issues, family dynamics, inability to
accept the condition, and the term 'recovery' holds different meaning to each. Clinicians’ perception of barriers include time constraints, cultural differences, failure to communicate the meaning of goal setting to clients, failure to meet goals that require a different environment, and doubts about the accuracy of assessment tools used for goal setting.

The purpose of this conceptual framework is to provide elements to consider when facilitating a collaborative goal setting in occupational therapy, as highlighted by several theoretical concepts. This will serve as a guide in coming up with an overall occupation-centered goal to avoid unrealistic expectations from clients and their families. This will help address more important problems of the client and ensure optimal occupational performance.

Goal setting leads to improved clinical outcomes, a more client-centered approach, enhanced motivation and psychological adaptation, and enhanced collaboration between client and clinician. This will help the occupational therapist explain more and set expected outcomes to the client at the start of the therapy session. Adjusting goals may also be done to fit the client’s desired goals if necessary.

DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESS

The initial step involved identifying clinical roadblocks that needed to be addressed. After identifying unrealistic expectations as a roadblock, the group proceeded to a literature review to provide a theoretical foundation for developing a new conceptual model. Existing conceptual models and frameworks were reviewed and used as references for developing a potential solution to address the clinical roadblock. Eleven elements of realistic goal setting were synthesized from the data gathered from different conceptual models and frameworks that bring about the conceptual model. The Elements of Realistic Goal-Setting model underwent peer reviews to establish the thoroughness and comprehensiveness of the model. The model highlighted the elements to consider when creating a realistic goal for the client and how the occupational therapist can assist in improving it. This will provide a clearer picture of how the client’s occupational performance will further improve.

THEORETICAL BASES

Goal-Setting Theory. The goal-setting theory focuses on the relationship between a person’s goals and their performance. According to research, effective performance results when goals are specific and challenging. Locke and Latham believed that setting a specific and difficult goal will lead to higher performance. Goals must be challenging, achievable, specific, measurable, and meaningful to the client in order to be effective. Moreover, goals inspire people to develop strategies that will enable them to succeed. Therefore, attaining the goal can lead to greater motivation and satisfaction, whereas failing might lead to dissatisfaction and demotivation.

Person-Environment-Occupational-Performance. The PEOP model is a top-down, client-centered approach that includes the client’s context while identifying roles, occupations, and goals. This model represents components that come together to assist the client and the clinician in developing a realistic implementation plan. The model involves the use
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of its context when addressing performance capabilities/constraints and environmental performance, both of which can act as enablers or barriers to an individual's occupational performance.

**Setting meaningful goals in rehabilitation.**

Setting goals is a crucial part of the rehabilitation process. It is important in making a tailor-fit rehabilitation plan in relation to the client's needs. It is important to consider what the client finds meaningful to them when it comes to goal setting. Clients are perceived to have long-term goals that would reflect their expectations. However, clinicians would consider it unrealistic and would prefer to set realistic short-term goals. Since goal setting is critical in rehabilitation, a tool was developed that will aid in setting meaningful rehabilitation goals. Three important things to consider in goal setting: (1) hierarchy of goals, (2) fundamental beliefs, goals, and attitudes, and (3) global meaning. The client will find goal-setting more meaningful if there is a hierarchy of goals. Goal setting can become meaningful if: first, set one or more overall goals that clients find meaningful; second, set a specific goal that is related to the overall goal. Fundamental beliefs, goals, and attitudes is where important questions are formed on identifying overall rehabilitation goals. Global meaning refers to general orienting systems that direct people's daily lives.

**Canadian Model of Client-Centered Enablement.** Enablement is the core of occupational therapy, guiding clinical decisions and therapeutic process. The ten (10) enablement skills in this model include adapting, advocating, coaching, collaborating, consulting, coordinating, designing/building, educating, engaging, and specializing. These skills are the manner in which occupational therapists work collaboratively with clients to come up with a shared decision. Clients should be able to make choices, take risks, interact, and react to the therapist to determine the best decision. At the same time, the occupational therapist’s role is to support clients, use professional knowledge, help clients see possibilities for change, and ensure the active involvement of clients in decision-making.

**ELEMENTS OF REALISTIC GOAL-SETTING MODEL**

**Person.** The person's head contains the concept of global meaning, which orients and guides the client in living their lives. This represents the personal factors such as the client's perception of oneself, priorities related to values and relationships, primary involvement in determining what is valuable and worth working towards, as well as how the client deals with things that cannot be changed. It comprises five (5) interlinked yet distinguishable elements borrowed from "Setting Meaningful Goals in Rehabilitation": core values, relationships, worldview, identity, and inner posture. Core values are fundamental beliefs about what is right and worthwhile that guide thoughts and behavior. An example question that can be used for this element is "What are the important values in your life?". Relationships are connections between people, such as children, a spouse, a therapist, or even a pet. An example question that can be used for this element is "Is there somebody in your life who is important to you?". Worldview is the set of fundamental beliefs about life, death, and suffering that structure people's ideas on how life events are related. An example question that can be used for this element is "Do you have a specific outlook or conviction in life?". Identity refers to fundamental beliefs about oneself. An example question that can be used for this element is "Who are you?". Inner posture refers to how people endure what cannot be changed. An example question that can be used for this element is "How do you relate to what is going on in your life?".
These should be explored to determine what elements can and cannot be changed or addressed by occupational therapy interventions before setting a realistic goal in occupational therapy. Depending on the disease or condition, these may present themselves with varying degrees of impairment, and the therapist should be able to inform the client regarding these elements during the process of goal setting.

**Stairs.** The stairs represent the prerequisites needed for effective and realistic goal setting, hence the rationale of going up the stairs to achieve an overall occupation-centered goal. The client should be committed to working towards a clear and challenging objective. The client should also believe that they can enact and sustain the necessary actions needed to achieve the overall goal. The concepts included within the stairs (Clarity, Challenge, Self-Efficacy, and Commitment) do not follow a hierarchical order but should all be present in establishing an overall occupation-centered goal. **Clarity** refers to a specific and measurable goal that can be accomplished within a specific time frame and setting. People perform better when they set specific and precise goals rather than vague and complex ones.\(^{13,17}\) **Challenge** is the "level of knowledge and skill that is required to achieve a goal".\(^{17}\) Some evidence shows that people make more progress when they work towards more difficult goals rather than easier ones.\(^{13}\)\(^{18}\) However, this is likely to depend on whether the goal is realistic. A goal that is extremely difficult to achieve may be unrealistic, resulting in negative affect as a result of the lack of progress. Hence, the most facilitative goals may be those that are difficult but achievable.\(^{5}\) **Commitment** is one’s determination to reach a goal. Self-efficacy and importance/meaning are the two categories that facilitate goal commitment.\(^{13}\) **Self-efficacy** is the client’s perception of their potential to thrive to attain their goals.

**Handrails.** The handrails represent occupational therapists as the facilitators of realistic goal setting. As seen in the model, there are four enablement skills borrowed from the concept of...
the Canadian Model of Client-Centered Enablement- collaborate, consult, coordinate, and design. Collaborate highlights the ability of the occupational therapist to work together with the client in planning and implementing interventions to achieve the person’s goals, thus developing a client-centered practice. Consult is the ability to provide information and advice to the client and other stakeholders involved in the rehabilitation process. This also involves integrating, synthesizing, and summarizing information for proposing recommendations that may reframe problems, challenges, and opportunities to generate a course of action. Coordinate involves the management and consolidation of the multiple factors required to achieve the client’s goals, with the aim of ensuring that everyone in the rehabilitation team, including the client’s relatives, is working together towards the same purpose. Design refers to the ability of the occupational therapist to accommodate the client’s skills and abilities in the design and implementation of rehabilitation programs and services.

An occupational therapist’s role is vital in ensuring that the elements of clarity, challenge, commitment, and self-efficacy are present. It also depicts occupational therapists’ collaboration with the client in setting and achieving the overall occupation-centered goal.

External Factors. The external factors are based on the PEOP model. This illustrates how the factors can either enable or hinder a person, influencing the client's overall occupation-centered goal. Extrinsic factors that are important for occupational performance are the following: Social support (includes practical, instrumental, and informational support), Societal (includes interpersonal relationships, social and economic systems), Cultural (includes values, beliefs, customs, and use of time), and Environmental (includes the physical properties, tools used, assistive devices or technology, design and natural environment, geography, terrain, climate, and air quality).

Door. The door represents the client’s overall occupation-centered goal. The elements of realistic goal setting indicated within the stairs (clarity, challenge, etc.) are necessary to move towards the overall goal. The achievement of occupation-focused/centered/based goals open renewed opportunities for re-engagement in occupations. The overall occupation-centered goal is derived from exploring external factors and global meaning, combined with professional skills and knowledge of the occupational therapist and the criteria needed before setting a goal.

Limitations. This conceptual model is primarily intended for the use of occupational therapists when setting realistic and meaningful rehabilitation goals for the clients but can also be used as a guide or framework by other professionals in allied health. However, this model does not address nor explore the potential barriers and factors that contribute to the causes of having unrealistic goals and expectations from the clients’ and other stakeholders’ perspectives; thus, research is needed to determine these factors and has a more in-depth understanding of it affects the overall rehabilitation. The model has yet to be used in clinical practice by occupational therapists and even more so by other clinicians in the allied medical field. In addition, further studies regarding the use and applicability of this model are encouraged to determine its effectiveness in guiding occupational therapy practice, and other clinicians in facilitating meaning and realistic goal setting for the clients since this model does not include a specific outcomes measurement tool to determine the extent of its effectiveness in generating meaningful rehabilitation goals.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The conceptual model addresses the identified roadblock of unrealistic expectations during goal setting. This serves as a potential solution for how clients and occupational therapists can set realistic goals by considering the various elements presented to attain the overall occupation-centered goal. The person element that consists of global meaning represents clients’ primary involvement in determining what is valuable and worth working towards. The external factors will help determine the factors that enable or hinder a client’s overall occupation-centered goal. The stairs represent
the prerequisites needed to develop a realistic and effective goal. The handrails serve as a facilitator in ensuring that needed elements are present and depict the occupational therapist’s collaboration with the client. And finally, the door represents the client’s overall occupation-centered goal. Occupational therapists can utilize this conceptual model as a guide to help them develop realistic goals with their clients. Future researchers can use and improve this model by identifying other possible barriers or solutions that can influence setting goals.
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